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Abstract. Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) is used to position a robot with respect to an environment and aid in vision-based robotic navigation. During the course of navigation irregularities in the terrain, especially in an outdoor environment may deviate a robot from the track. Another reason for deviation can be unequal speed of the left and right robot wheels. Hence it is essential to detect such deviations and perform corrective operations to bring the robot back to the track. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm that uses image matching using SURF to detect deviation of a robot from the trajectory and subsequent restoration by corrective operations. This algorithm is executed in parallel to positioning and navigation algorithms by distributing tasks among different CPU cores using Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) API.

1 Introduction

Terrain irregularities have been shown to affect wheeled mobile robot navigation [1]. Ground irregularities, slipping of robot wheels or unequal speed of left and right wheels may cause the robot to stray from the trajectory. In this paper we enhance a previous work, which is vision-based robotic navigation using Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) [2], by adding a deviation correction algorithm that can restore a robot back to the track. This algorithm is dynamic since it is active throughout the trajectory and auto-corrective because it is initiated automatically, when a deviation occurs.

Image processing itself is a resource expensive and computation intensive task. In order to reduce response time we have designed a parallel architecture using OpenMP [3] which executes the dynamic auto-correction algorithm in parallel to position determination and navigation control.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II contains a review of previous works. Section III contains the Experiment section where we discuss the dynamic auto-correction algorithm to recover the robot from a deviation and optimization methods to reduce overall response time. Section IV contains the observations and a detailed analysis. Section V contains the conclusion of our work.

2 Previous Works

Vision based mobile-robot navigation has emerged as an important topic because of its wide applicability. Mobile robot navigation involving a teaching and a navigation mode has been demonstrated using SURF [2]. During the teaching mode the robot memorizes a sequence of images of the environment while traversing a path. In the navigation mode it compares the SURF features of omnidirectional images of the environment with the SURF features of the saved images to estimate self-location and direction control. A straight track with a single right turn having a total length of 15m has been used. The maximum error in navigation is recorded as 46.8cm (3.12 %). By deploying the deviation detection algorithm as a parallel task to robot navigation and direction control we aim to improve this work by reducing the error in navigation.

While robotic navigation in a well-defined lane may be relatively easy, traversal in irregular terrains is quite challenging because of the unsteadiness of the robot. A high speed mobile robot has effectively navigated an uneven terrain by determining an optimal desired trajectory using a layered control strategy [4]. Navigation strategy such as obstacle collision avoidance, local path planning and determination of track attack angle has been deployed in navigation of a miniature wheel-track hybrid mobile robot to overcome rough terrain [5]. Navigation planning using 2.5 D egocentric height map to assess drivability based on local height differences on multiple scales has enabled a robot to successfully navigate a challenging arena of rough terrain [6]. Legged robots have been used for traversal of unknown rough terrain [7]. The algorithm is based on stereo images from which depth images are computed using the semi-global matching (SGM) method [7]. Autonomous navigation system has been designed for off road traversal. It uses
long-range vision module to detect and avoid dead-ends and predict the traversability of areas up to 30 meters away [8]. In another work, an optimal landmark placement method has been discussed for minimizing the number of landmarks for which a bound on the maximum deviation of the robot from its desired trajectory can be guaranteed with high confidence [9].

3 Experiment

In this experiment we have used a two-wheeled robot as shown in Fig. 1. The wheel motors are controlled by an Arduino board which has a connected Bluetooth module. Mounted on top of the robot is a smart phone which streams live video captured by its camera to a PC via Wi-Fi. The PC performs image processing and decides robot’s movement by determining the robot’s location in the environment. The PC then sends control information to the Arduino via Bluetooth. Like [2], the robot is taught routes during learning stage which it traverses during navigation stage.

![Image of the robot](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Image of the robot

The principal difference between our design of the robot and the design used in [2] is that we have used a smart phone camera which captures a flat or planar image instead of an omnidirectional camera that can capture a 360 degrees cylindrical image. Thus in our present work we locate a robot using only the front view which corresponds to the front region of an omnidirectional image. The front view image is also analyzed and checked for deviation from the trajectory. In case of deviation corrective operations are triggered to bring the robot back to the track. We use an algorithm called dynamic auto correction algorithm for this purpose.

This algorithm should work equally well for the design used in [2], where we can analyze all the four regions of an omnidirectional image separately and in parallel to check for deviation from the trajectory.

3.1 Dynamic auto-correction algorithm

Fig. 2 illustrates this algorithm. It consists of three sub-images which are themselves composed of two sub-images. The image on the left side is of a landmark that is saved during the learning stage. The image on the right is of the same landmark captured when the robot was navigating to it. The landmark is detected by using SURF based image matching. Both the images are put on an OpenCV canvas (Fig. 2). The matched portion is indicated by enclosing it within a quadrilateral as shown in Fig. 2. Image 1, 2, 3 of Fig. 2 shows the different instances where the robot is on track, deviated towards left and towards right respectively. During navigation the robot compares the corner coordinates of the matched portion with left and right boundary limits determined by experimentation to decide if there is any deviation. It is observed that when the right corner coordinates are lesser than 810, it indicates a deviation towards right (Image 2; left corner coordinates mean: 266, right corner coordinates mean: 695.5) and when the left corners exceeds 410, it indicates a deviation towards left (Image 3; left corner coordinates mean: 466, right corner coordinates mean: 876). Image 1 indicates the robot is on track with its corner coordinates (left corner coordinates mean: 300, right corner coordinates mean: 850) within boundary values.

![Image 1: Robot is on track](image2.png)

**Image 1: Robot is on track**

![Image 2: Robot has deviated towards right. Corrective action is “turn left”.](image3.png)

**Image 2: Robot has deviated towards right. Corrective action is “turn left”.**

![Image 2: Robot has deviated towards left. Corrective action is “turn right”.](image4.png)

**Image 2: Robot has deviated towards left. Corrective action is “turn right”.**

**Figure 2.** Each of the images shown above consists of two sub images. The left image represent the landmark image which is saved during the learning stage, and the right image is a frame from a live video stream during the navigation stage. Image matching is performed to locate the landmark. Image 2 indicates the right corners of the matched portion are lesser than the right boundary value and Image 3 indicates that the left corners of the matched portion exceeded the left boundary value. In image 1 the scene corners are within left and right boundaries. The boundary values are computed purely by trial and error during experimentation.

3.2 Dynamic auto correction operations

In case of a deviation towards left, the corrective operation performed is turn right until the scene corners are within the boundary values. Similarly, in case of a deviation towards right, the corrective operation performed is turn left until the scene corners are within the boundary values.
3.3 Execution

The main operations during navigation are landmark detection, robot positioning with respect to the landmark, and dynamic auto-correction. These operations are grouped into stages and executed sequentially and with parallel stages. In sequential execution the operations are in the same order as mentioned, i.e. landmark detection, robot positioning, and dynamic auto-correction. In case of parallel execution (Fig. 3) robot positioning and dynamic auto-correction are executed in parallel. Physical Parallelism is achieved by splitting independent stages and assigning them to different CPU Cores. A maximum of two CPU cores process at a time in parallel execution.

4 Observation and Analysis

Table 1. Information pertaining to different trajectories through which the robot has navigated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>No of Landmarks</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Distance Traveled in m</th>
<th>Radial Displacement</th>
<th>Percentage Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>F,F,R,F,S</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>10.032</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Average time to process each frame obtained from a live video stream for different architectures incorporated in vision-based robotic navigation with dynamic auto correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Architecture Type</th>
<th>Average Time for 1 Frame (in seconds)</th>
<th>Average Time for 50 Frames (in seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>41.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>55.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 indicates the execution time for various modes of execution. Execution time was least in the case of sequential execution with parallel stages. An improvement of 0.096 seconds in processing a single frame was observed in parallel architecture compared to a simple sequential run. Whereas for 50 frames, the average processing time in the parallel architecture was 41.56 seconds and in the sequential was 55.46 seconds. Execution time reduced in the case of parallel execution since independent stages executed on separate CPU cores thus achieving physical parallelism.

In the previous work [2], the trajectory was a straight route with a single right turn. However in our experiment we deployed complicated routes with multiple left and right turns (refer to Table 1). Since the robot could reach the destination with good accuracy and minimum failure, this clearly indicates the success of the dynamic auto-correction algorithm.

5 Conclusion

Introduction of dynamic auto-correction as a separate task executed in parallel to position detection and navigation control led to a remarkable improvement in mobile robot navigation using SURF. Compared to the previous work [2] an improvement of 1.34% accuracy is obtained. Dynamic auto-correction can ensure traversal of uneven terrain and complicated trajectories with minimum chance of failure. The parallel architecture reduced overhead of processing and time delay in response from the robot. For further enhancement, we can use on board computer for the robot to eliminate time delay involved in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication. Upgrading the robot to use an omnidirectional camera in robotic navigation using SURF. Table 1 indicates the radial displacement of the robot from the final destination point, for different number of landmarks and different distances traversed. The maximum percentage error was observed to be 1.78%.

Percentage Error = (Radial displacement from destination) / (Distance Traveled) * 100

Inaccuracy in positioning introduced due to a deviation from the trajectory tends to propagate. Thus after multiple deviations, the probability that the robot will detect subsequent landmarks falls sharply. By restoring the robot to the trajectory during each deviation, we ensure deviation errors are not propagated and are automatically corrected whenever produced. Thus landmark detection probability remains consistently high and hence high navigation accuracy can be achieved.
may significantly reduce the error rate in traversal of long complicated trajectories, potentially in irregular terrain.
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